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Abstract

In this paper we consider altruism, a phenomenon widely observed in nature and
practical applications, in the prominent model of selfish load balancing with coordination
mechanisms. Our model of altruistic behavior follows recent work by assuming that agent
incentives are a trade-off between selfish and social objectives. In particular, we assume
agents optimize a linear combination of personal delay of a strategy and the resulting social
cost. Our results show that even in very simple cases a variety of standard coordination
mechanisms are not robust against altruistic behavior, as pure Nash equilibria are absent
or better response dynamics cycle. In contrast, we show that a recently introduced Time-
Sharing policy yields a potential game even for partially altruistic agents. In addition,
for this policy a Nash equilibrium can be computed in polynomial time. In this way our
work provides new insights on the robustness of coordination mechanisms. On a more
fundamental level, our results highlight the limitations of stability and convergence when
altruistic agents are introduced into games with weighted and lexicographical potential
functions.

1 Introduction

One of the most fundamental scenarios in algorithmic game theory are selfish load balanc-
ing models [27]. Since the seminal paper by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [22] they have
attracted a large amount of interest [5,6,11,13,15,17,20,21]. The reasons are central applica-
tions in distributed processing, conceptual simplicity, and that they contain in a nutshell many
prominent challenges in designing distributed systems for selfish participants. A fundamental
assumption in the vast majority of previous work is that all agents are selfish. Their goals
are restricted to optimizing their direct personal delay. However, this assumption has been
repeatedly questioned by economists and psychologists. In experiments it has been observed
that participants’ behavior can be quite complex and contradictive to selfishness [23,24]. Var-
ious explanations have been given for this phenomenon, e.g. senses of fairness [10], reciprocity
among agents [18], or spite and altruism [8,24].
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In this paper, we consider altruism in non-cooperative load balancing games. It is natural
to study the effects of an important phenomenon like altruism in a core scenario of algorith-
mic game theory. Our model of altruism is similar to the one used recently in [4, 19] and
related to the study of coalitional stability concepts [12,14], although we do not require agent
cooperation in our model. Instead, each agent i is assumed to be partly selfish and partly
altruistic. Her incentive is to optimize a linear combination of personal cost and social cost,
given by the sum of cost values of all agents. The strength of altruism of each agent i is
captured by her altruism level ¯i ∈ [0, 1], where ¯i = 0 results in a purely selfish and ¯i = 1
in a purely altruistic agent.

We consider altruistic agents in various types of scheduling games resulting from coordi-
nation mechanisms [5]. In these games agents are tasks, and each task chooses to allocate
one out of several machines. For a machine the coordination mechanism is a local schedul-
ing policy that determines the schedule of the tasks which choose to allocate the machine.
Quite a number of policies have been proposed [1, 3, 5, 7, 21], mostly with the objective to
minimize the price of anarchy [22] for makespan social cost. In addition to modelling a nat-
ural phenomenon, altruistic agents yield a measure of robustness for these mechanisms. Our
results provide an interesting distinction between the studied policies in terms of stability
and convergence properties. In addition, they also shed some light on an interesting and
more fundamental aspect. Previously we studied altruists in atomic congestion games [19],
which have an exact potential function. For atomic games, there are a number of special
cases, in which a potential function argument guarantees existence of pure Nash equilibria
and convergence of better response dynamics even for games with altruists. These cases in-
clude games with linear delay functions, or ¯-uniform agents that all have the same altruism
level ¯. In this paper we analyze altruism in arguably the most basic games with weighted
and lexicographical potential functions, and we expect our results to hold similarly e.g. for
other coordination mechanisms based on lexicographical improvement arguments [3]. After
addition of altruists, potential functions are largely absent here, even for identical machines or
¯-uniform agents. In contrast, the very positive results for the Time-Sharing policy rely on
the existence of an exact potential for the original game and the construction is very similar
to [19]. It is an interesting open problem to see if there is a connection between these cases, or
if a general characterization of the existence of potential functions under altruistic behavior
can be derived.

1.1 Our Results

We study altruistic agents with four different coordination mechanisms. At first in Section 3
we consider the classic Makespan policy [22], which is probably the most widely studied
policy and yields a weighted potential function. For altruistic agents we show that this favor-
able property breaks down. There are games without pure Nash equilibria, and deciding this
property for a game is NP-hard, even on identical machines. In Section 4 we study simple
ordering based policies like Shortest-First and Longest-First that yield a lexicographic
potential for non-atruistic users [21]. While for Shortest-First on identical machines exis-
tence of a pure Nash equilibrium is guaranteed even for arbitrary altruism levels, the resulting
games are no potential games as better response dynamics might cycle. Even if they con-
verge, they can take exponentially long to reach a pure Nash equilibrium. The latter result
can be generalized to hold for every policy based on global ordering. For Longest-First we
addionally show that there are games without pure Nash equilibria. Finally, in Section 5 we
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consider the Time-Sharing policy introduced in [7]. While the policy is somewhat similar
to Makespan, the results are completely different. For this policy we show the existence of a
potential function, even for arbitrary altruism levels and unrelated machines. Thus, existence
of pure Nash equilibria and convergence of better response dynamics is always guaranteed.
In addition, we show how to compute a Nash equilibrium in polynomial time.

2 Scheduling with Coordination Mechanisms

We consider scheduling games with coordination mechanisms [5]. A scheduling game G con-
sists if a set N of n agents and a set M of m machines. Each agent i ∈ N is a task and picks
as a strategy the machine it wants to be processed on. In the case of identical machines, task
i has processing time pi on every machine. In case of related machines there is a speed factor
sj for machine j, and the processing time of i on j becomes pi/sj . For unrelated machines
there is a separate processing time pij for every task i and machine j.

The strategy choices of the tasks result in a schedule s : N → M , an assignment of every
task to exactly one machine. On each machine there is a coordination mechanism, i.e. a
sequencing policy that sequences the tasks and assigns starting and finishing time for each
task. We assume here that tasks must be processed non-preemptively, but depending on the
coordination mechanism the machine might be able to process multiple tasks simultaneously.
For a given sequencing policy SP on the machines, we define the social cost of a schedule as
cSP (s) =

∑
j fj(s), where fj(s) is finishing time of task j in schedule s. To model altruism

we use for each task i the altruism level ¯i [4, 19]. If ¯i > 0, we call task i an altruist. If
¯i = 1 we call task i a pure altruist, if ¯i = 0 we call him an egoist. The individual cost
of a task i incorporates the effect on the social cost: cSPi (s) = ¯ic

SP (s) + (1 − ¯i)fi(s) =
fi(s) + ¯i

∑
j ∕=i fj(s). A pure Nash equilibrium of the game is a schedule, in which no task

can decrease his individual cost with a unilateral strategy change. Clearly, if all tasks are
pure altruists, then every game on unrelated machines has a pure Nash equilibrium and every
sequential better reponse dynamics converges.

3 Makespan and Random Policies

The first and most widely studied policy is the Makespan policy [22], in which all tasks
on one machine are processed simultaneously and finish at the same time. In the Random
policy [21] tasks are ordered in a random order and then processed consecutively in this order.
Obviously, Random and Makespan are equivalent in terms of (expected) finishing times on
identical and related machines.

Makespan induces a weighted potential game. Let ℓj =
∑

i : si=j pij be the load of tasks

choosing machine j. For identical machines the weighted potential is Φ(s) =
∑m

j=1 ℓ
2
j . For

a task i we have cMS
i (s) − cMS

i (s′i, s−i) = 1
pi
(Φ(s) − Φ(s′i, s−i)). This potential is easily

extended to related machines [9]. For the Makespan policy it is shown in [11] that for
a population of only egoists best response dynamics can take O(2

√
n) steps to converge to

a pure Nash equilibrium. For identical machines there is a scheduling of tasks to reach a
Nash equilibrium with better response dynamics in polynomial time. In addition, there are
polynomial time algorithms to compute Nash equilibria on related machines and instances
with link restrictions [11,16].
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Including altruists provides a quite different set of results. We observe that even if there
is only one altruist, existence of a pure Nash equilibrium is not guaranteed.

Proposition 1. There is a game on two identical machines with the Makespan or Random
policy, one altruist, and appropriately many egoists that has no pure Nash equilibrium.

Proof. Consider a game with two machines and with one pure altruist with p1 = 5 and four
egoists with p2 = 10, p3 = p4 = p5 = 1. Assume there is a pure Nash equilibrium. In an
equilibrium, task 2 chooses the different machine than task 1. The tasks 3, 4, and 5 choose
the machine different than task 2. However, task 1 would choose the machine with only task
2, which leads to a contradiction. The idea can be adjusted to an arbitrary altruist with
¯1 > 0 by adding sufficiently many tasks with small processing time. In particular, instead
of 3 we add strictly more than 1 + 1.4

¯1
many egoists, which all have equally small processing

time, and for which their total processing time adds up to 3. For this game it can be shown
that all arguments given above are preserved.

In addition, we can show that it is NP-hard to decide if a pure Nash equilibrium exists.
The reduction is from Partition.

Theorem 2. It is weakly NP-hard to decide if a game on three identical machines with
Makespan and one pure altruist has a pure Nash equilibrium.

Proof. We reduce from Partition. An instance ℐ is given as (a1, . . . , an) ∈ ℕn and ℐ ∈Par-
tition if and only if ∃I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} with

∑
i∈I ai =

∑
j∈{1,...,n}∖I aj . We first reduce a given

instance ℐ = (a1, . . . , an) to an instance ℐ ′ = (a1, . . . , an, an+1, . . . , an+8) with an+1 = . . . =
an+8 =

∑
i∈{1,...,n} ai. Clearly ℐ ∈Partition if and only if ℐ ′ ∈Partition.

In a second step we construct a scheduling game Gℐ′ that has a pure Nash equilibrium
if and only if ℐ ′ ∈Partition. The game consists of three machines and n + 8 + 2 tasks.
The processing time pi of task 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 8 is ai. Task n + 9 has processing time pn+9 =∑

1≤j≤n+8 aj and task n+10 has processing time pn+10 =
1
2

∑
1≤j≤n+8 aj . All tasks are pure

egoists except for task n+ 10 who is a pure altruist.
If ℐ ∈Partition, there is an I ⊂ {1, . . . , n+8} with∑

i∈I ai =
1
2

∑
1≤j≤n+8 aj . Scheduling

all tasks i ∈ I on machine one, all tasks j ∈ {1, . . . , n+8}∖I on machine two, and the remaining
tasks n+ 9 and n+ 10 on machine three is a pure Nash equilibrium. Note that the first two
machines have a load of 1

2

∑
1≤j≤n+8 aj and machine three has a load of 3

2

∑
1≤j≤n+8 aj .

Obviously, no task from the first two machines has an incentive to change to machine three.
Neither has task n + 9 an incentive to change to one of the first two machines because his
processing time would not change. The altruistic task cannot improve the social cost by
changing to one of the first two machines. Note that at least 4 tasks (half of the tasks
n, . . . , n + 8) are scheduled on each of the first two machines. Therefore the social cost
increases by at least 4pn+10 − (pn+10 + pn+9) > 0.

If ℐ /∈Partition, assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a pure Nash equilib-
rium. Observe that task n+9 does not choose the machine that task n+10 is scheduled on.
Since there is no I ⊂ {1, . . . , n + 8} with

∑
i∈I ai =

1
2

∑
1≤j≤n+8 aj , there exists a machine

that has load of less than 1
2

∑
1≤j≤n+8 aj (while ignoring task n+9). On the other hand, each

of the tasks 1, . . . , n+8 can always choose a machine that has load less than pn+9. Therefore,
in equilibrium they choose the other two machines. Note, that each of these two machines has
at least 4 of the tasks n, . . . , n+8. Finally, the altruistic task n+10 chooses the machine that
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only task n+9 is scheduled on (changing to one of the other two machines increases the social
cost by at least 4pn+10 − (pn+10 + pn+9) > 0). This leads to the desired contradiction.

4 Policies with Global Ordering

Probably the simplest policy with global ordering is the Shortest-First policy, in which
each machine orders tasks shortest-first depending on their processing time and processes
them consecutively in this order. There is a lexicographic potential [5, 21], and every better
response dynamics in a game of only egoists converges to a pure Nash equilibrium. In addi-
tion, there is a scheduling of better response moves such that a Nash equilibrium is reached
in polynomial time [21]. In addition, for identical machines this pure Nash equilibrium is
essentially unique and coincides with the social optimum. This implies that for identical
machines and Shortest-First there always exists a pure Nash equlibrium for any altruistic
population of tasks.

Proposition 3. For a game on identical machines with Shortest-First policy there is
always a pure Nash equilibrium for any altruistic population of tasks.

Hence, for identical machines and a population of pure egoists, every Nash equilibrium is
optimal. However, for a population of pure altruists suboptimal Nash equilibria can evolve,
because tasks can get stuck in a local optimum. This means that the presence of altruists
actually deteriorates the social cost of stable solutions.

Proposition 4. The price of anarchy in scheduling games with Shortest-First and only
pure altruists is at least 9/8.

Proof. Consider a game with two identical machines and four tasks. Let p1 = p2 = 1 and
p3 = p4 = 2. We break ties in the order of task ID, and we denote a strategy profile with task
i on machine ai by (ai)i∈{1,2,3,4}. The social optimum is the schedule (1, 2, 1, 2) with social
cost 8. However, the schedule (1, 1, 2, 2) of cost 9 is a Nash equilibrium, as task 4 is indifferent
between both machines.

Let us further examine convergence properties of best-response dynamics. We use the
above game to construct a cycling sequence even for uniform altruists, for any ¯ ∈ (0, 1).

Theorem 5. Best-reponse dynamics do not converge to a pure Nash equilibrium, even for
two identical machines with Shortest-First, for (1) three egoists and one pure altruist; or
(2) four ¯-uniform altruists, for every ¯ ∈ (0, 1).

Proof. Consider a game with one altruist with p1 = 1 and three egoists with p2 = 4, p3 = 5.9,
and p4 = 6. We again denote a strategy profile with task i on machine ai by (ai)i∈{1,2,3,4}. It is
easy to check that the sequence (1, 1, 2, 2) → (1, 1, 2, 1) → (1, 2, 2, 1) → (1, 2, 1, 1) → (2, 2, 1, 1)
is a best response sequence. Note that the first and last strategy profile are symmetric and,
therefore, there is cycle of best responses. This proves the first part of the theorem.

For the second part we consider the game more generally. We assume only that p1 < p2 <
p3 < p4 and w.l.o.g. set p1 = 1. Task 4 moves (1, 1, 2, 2) → (1, 1, 2, 1) as long as 1 + p2 < p3.
Task 2 always moves (1, 1, 2, 1) → (1, 2, 2, 1). Task 3 moves (1, 2, 2, 1) → (1, 2, 1, 1) when
p2 > ¯p3 + 1. Finally, task 1 moves → (1, 2, 1, 1) → (2, 2, 1, 1) in any case. This yields
two inequalities 1 + p2 < p3 and p2 > ¯p3 + 1. We obtain p2 > (1 + ¯)/(1 − ¯), and
1 + p2 < p3 < (p2 − 1)/¯. This can obviously be fulfilled for every ¯ ∈ (0, 1).
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Immorlica et al. [21] show that there is a scheduling of better response moves for egoistic
selfish tasks such that they reach a Nash equilibirum on unrelated machines in time O(n2).
In a similar manner, the same result can be shown for any deterministic ordering policy on
identical and related machines. We show here that in the worst case better response dynamics
can require an exponential number of steps to reach a Nash equilibrium, even on identical
machines. To the best of our knowledge this has not been shown before. The proof has
similarities with the one given for the same result with the Makespan policy in [11,26]. For
completeness we provide a proof in the Appendix.

Theorem 6. For an entirely egoistic population and identical machines with Shortest-

First, better response dynamics can take O
(
2
√
n
)
steps to reach a Nash equilibrium.

Note that our main argument can be made essentially without consideration of processing
times. Hence, the proof can be adjusted to hold for for any deterministic ordering policy.

Corollary 7. For an entirely egoistic population, better response dynamics can take O
(
2
√
n
)

steps to reach a pure Nash equilibrium for any deterministsic ordering policy on identical
machines.

In the remainder of this section we briefly discuss another simple ordering policy, namely
Longest-First. For entirely egoistic populations this policy yields a potential game for
identical and related machines. It has recently been shown that for three unrelated machines
Longest-First does not guarantee a pure Nash equilibrium [7]. When it comes to heteroge-
neous populations, it is possible to show that even on identical machines pure Nash equilibria
can be absent.

Theorem 8. There are games that have no pure Nash equilibrium on two identical machines
with Longest-First policy and (1) one altruist, and five egosits; or (2) six ¯-uniform altru-
ists, for any ¯ ∈ (0, 1/3).

Proof. Consider a game with the altruistic task with p1 = 11 and five egoists with p2 = 10,
p3 = 7, p4 = 1.1, p5 = 1.2, and p6 = 1.3. For the sake of contradiction assume there is an
equilibrium. Clearly, task 2 always chooses the machine that task 1 is not on. Now, given
that task 1 and 2 are on different machines, task 3 always chooses the machine that task 2
is on. Finally, the tasks 4, 5, and 6 choose the machine with only task 1. However, in such
a state the altruistic task 1 could improve the social cost by 4 ⋅ 11− 3 ⋅ 11 when changing to
the other machine. This contradicts the assumption that this is a equilibrium.

For the case of ¯-uniform altruists, we extend the construction as before. We assume that
the processing times are p1 > ... > p6, and for simplicity that p4, p5, and p6 are sufficiently
small. This allows to normalize p3 = 1. To make tasks 1 and 2 go to separate machines,
we must have p1 > 4¯p2. To make task 3 prefer the machine of task 2 it must hold that
p1 > p2 + 3¯. Also, we require p1 < p2 + 1. Then, if tasks 4, 5, and 6 are sufficiently small,
they will prefer to join task 1 on his machine. Finally, this yields and incentive for task 1
to join task 2, and a contradiction is reached. The set of inequalities only postulates that
0 < ¯ < 1/3.

Using exponentially increasing task lengths we can adjust the proof of Theorem 6 and
create an exponentially long better response sequence also for populations of pure altruists
and Longest-First. Details are left for a more complete version of the paper.
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Corollary 9. For a population of pure altruists and identical machines with Longest-First,

better response dynamics can take O
(
2
√
n
)
steps to reach a Nash equilibrium.

5 Time-Sharing Policy

In contrast to the previous results, we show here that there is a policy closely related to
Makespan and Shortest-First, for which stabilization is robust against arbitrary altruistic
behavior. The Time-Sharing policy is inspired by generalized processor sharing [25]. It has
recently been studied as a coordination mechanism in [7]. All tasks are started simultaneously,
and all tasks are processed in equal shares by the machine. When the smallest task is finished,
the machine is shared in equal parts by the remaining tasks, and so on. For a population
of only egoists the policy yields an exact potential function, even on unrelated machines.
The potential function can be rewritten as the sum of completion times cSF (s) for the same
assignment and the Shortest-First policy. This turns out to be the sum of completion
times cTS(s) for Time-Sharing with a correction term. Using straightforward calculation it
is possible to show

Φ(s) = cSF (s) =
1

2

Ã
cTS(s) +

∑

i

pi,si

)
.

This allows us to derive the following result.

Theorem 10. For any population of tasks on unrelated machines with the Time-Sharing
policy, a pure Nash equilibrium always exists and any better response dynamics converges.

Proof. We can construct a weighted potential using Φ and add a set of correction terms. This
is essentially the same approach as for the case of linear delays in [19]. In particular, we get

Φw(s) = Φ(s)−
∑

i

pi,si ⋅
¯i

1 + ¯i
=

1

2

Ã
cTS(s) +

∑

i

pi,si ⋅
1− ¯i
1 + ¯i

)
.

Suppose task i switches from si to s′i. We denote the resulting states by s and s′ = (s′i, s−i).
Then

cTS
i (s)− cTS

i (s′) = (1− ¯i)(fi(s)− fi(s
′)) + ¯i(c

TS(s)− cTS(s′))
= (1− ¯i)(Φ(s)− Φ(s′)) + ¯i(c

TS(s)− cTS(s′))

=
1 + ¯i

2
⋅ (cTS(s)− cTS(s′)) +

1− ¯i
2

⋅ (pi,si − pi,s′i)

=
1 + ¯i

2
⋅
(
(cTS(s)− cTS(s′)) +

1− ¯i
1 + ¯i

⋅ (pi,si − pi,s′i)

)

= (1 + ¯i) ⋅ (Φw(s)− Φw(s
′)) ,

which proves the theorem.

This implies existence of pure Nash equilibria and convergence of every better response
dynamics. In addition, we show that computing a Nash equilibrium can be done in polynomial
time.

Theorem 11. For any population of tasks on unrelated machines with the Time-Sharing
policy, a pure Nash equilibrium can be computed in polynomial time.
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Proof. Finding a socially optimal schedule for the Shortest-First policy can be done with
a bipartite matching [2] by setting up a complete bipartite network, in which one partition is
the set of tasks and the other partition consists of nm nodes (j, k) for positions k = 1, . . . , n
and machines j = 1, . . . ,m. The kth-to-last position on machine j then induces a cost of k ⋅pij
for task i. This cost is attached to the corresponding edge {i, (j, k)}. Reversing the order of
summation yields that a minimum cost matching is an optimal assignment. We can set up
this bipartite network and subtract (2¯ipij)/(1 + ¯i) from each edge weight between task i
and any position on machine j. The resulting minimization problem can again be solved by
matching. Due to the structure the optimal solution respects the shortest-first ordering on
each machine. Thus, we can efficiently find a global optimum of Φw, which must be a pure
Nash equilibrium.
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A Proof of Theorem 6

Proof. To proof the theorem, we construct a family of games (Gn) of size O(n2). We show
that for each game Gn there is an initial schedule and a sequence of better response steps that
has length 2Ω(

√
n). The game Gn has n+1 machines 0, . . . , n. The tasks of Gn are divided in

n groups g1, . . . , gn. Each group gi consists of i+ 1 tasks denoted by t1i , . . . , t
i
i.

The processing times of the task are nearly identical. That is, the processing times only
determine the priority of execution but the choice of task depends only on the number of
tasks with smaller processing times but not on their processing times. That is for each two
subset of task I and J with ∣I∣ = ∣J ∣+ 1 the sum of the processing times of the tasks in J is

larger than that of I. Additionally, the processing times are chosen such that pji > pj
′
i′ for all

i < i′ and pji > pj
′
i for all j < j′. We say a task has cost c if c tasks with smaller processing

times are scheduled on his machine.
Consider the initial schedule in which all tasks of group gi are on machine i. The expo-

nential sequence of best responses is described by the recursive algorithm Go(i). Due to its
recursive nature, it is easy to see that this algorithm describes an exponentially long sequence.
It remains to show that each of the steps is a better response.

Algorithm 1 The recursive algorithm Go

1: Procedure Go(1):
2: Task t11 moves to machine 0

1: Procedure Go(i):
2: Call Go(i− 1);
3: Task t2i moves to machine 0, task t1i moves to machine 0.
4: In decreasing order of their processing times, all task of all groups gj with (j < i) on

machine 0 move to machine 1.
5: for all k = 1 to i− 2 do
6: Task tk+2

i moves to machine k
7: In decreasing order of their processing times, all tasks of all groups gj with (k < j < i)

on machine k move to machine k + 1.
8: end for
9: Task t1i moves from machine 0 to machine i− 1.

10: Call Go(i− 1)

Lemma 12. The changes of tasks as described by Algorithm 1 are better response moves.

Proof. To proof this lemma we introduce the following two conditions.
(Condition 1) When Go(i) is executed, the following holds. All tasks of group gi are on

machine i. There is a k ≥ 1 such that there are exactly k tasks of groups gi′ with i′ > i on
the machines 0, . . . , i

(Condition 2) After the execution of Go(i) the following holds. There is a k ≥ 1 such
that there are exactly k tasks of groups gi′ with i′ ≥ i on the machines 0...i For all i′ ≥ i,
either each of the machines 0...i has a task of group gi′ or none.

We show by induction on the recursive execution of Go(i) that these conditions are true
and the described steps are better responses.
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1. During the first executions of Go(n), . . . ,Go(1), Condition 1 is obviously satisfied since
the initial schedule has not changed.

2. If the Condition 1 holds for Go(1), task p11 can reduce his cost by moving to machine 0.
He has cost of 1+ k on machine 1 but only cost of k on machine 0. Clearly Condition 2
holds after an execution of Go(1).

3. If the Condition 2 holds for Go(i− 1), all tasks t1i , . . . , t
i−1
i have cost of at least k + 1.

In steps (3) and (6) and (9) they reduce their costs by at least 1. In step (4) machine 0
has two tasks of group gi whereas there is exactly one task of each group g′i with i′ < i
on both machines (Condition 2 for Go(i − 1)). Therefore, each task can decrease his
cost by 1 if it changes in the described order. The same argument holds for step (7).
Therefore, Condition 1 holds for the second execution of Go(i− 1).

4. If Condition 2 holds after the second execution of Go(i−1), it also holds for Go(i) since
the tasks of group gi remain unchanged during step 10.

By induction Lemma 12 follows.

This proves the theorem.
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